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The centrally located Hwy 217 corridor provides a vital link between Washington County 
and the region, and connects regional and town centers. Consistent with the 2040 
Growth Concept, households, jobs and services are growing in the corridor. Increasingly 
dense and compact, this growth benefits from transportation access via WES, bus, MAX, 
Hwy 217, regional arterials and an active transportation network. A functional transpor-
tation system in the Hwy 217 corridor supports this development and economic growth 
beyond the corridor. 

The City of Beaverton, Washington County and ODOT have funded several projects in 
the corridor to improve the transportation system for those living and working in the 
corridor and for those traveling through the corridor from across the region and state. 
However, there are also many safety, connectivity and reliability needs on the adjacent 
arterials and trails. Additional funding could further engage the community in planning 
and prioritizing these improvements to better serve this fast-growing area in conjunc-
tion with the proposed Hwy 217 investments.

Planned investments and improvement needs as defined in adopted plans

HW Y 217 CORRIDOR INVESTMENTS AND OPPORTUNITIESHW Y 217 CORRIDOR INVESTMENTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Hwy 217 safety, reliability and mobility improvementsHwy 217 safety, reliability and mobility improvements 

FUNDEDFUNDED

❶  Northbound auxiliary lane between Hwy 99W and Scholls Ferry Road. Funded by HB 2017.

❷  Southbound auxiliary lane between Allen Boulevard and Hwy 99W with Allen Boule-
vard and Denny Road ramp improvements. Funded by HB 2017.

UNFUNDEDUNFUNDED

❸  Southbound auxiliary lane between Walker Road and Allen Boulevard with Beaver-
ton-Hillsdale Hwy and Allen Boulevard ramp improvements. Proposed for funding through 
regional funding measure.

Transit access speed and reliability improvementsTransit access speed and reliability improvements
FUNDEDFUNDED

❹ Expansion of park and ride adjacent to Sunset Transit Center. Privately funded.

UNFUNDEDUNFUNDED

❺ 	Transit	signal	priority	on	Hall	Boulevard	at	key	intersections	to	support	frequent
bus service.

❻ 	Greenburg Road between Hall Boulevard and Tiedeman Avenue.

❼ 	Transit	access	improvements	to	WES,	Southwest	Corridor	and	frequent	bus	service
throughout the corridor. Not mapped

Bicycle and sidewalk improvementsBicycle and sidewalk improvements
FUNDEDFUNDED

❽  Western Avenue complete street project between Allen Boulevard and Beaverton-Hills-
dale Hwy. Funded by City of Beaverton and Washington County.

❾  Denny Road complete street project between Hwy 217 and Scholls Ferry Road. Funded
by Washington County.

❿  Bike lanes and sidewalks on northern Hall Boulevard overcrossing of Hwy 217. Funded
by	Washington	County,	City	of	Beaverton	and	ODOT	in	conjunction	with	HB	2017	fund-
ing for Hwy 217.

UNFUNDEDUNFUNDED

⓫ Hall Boulevard bicycle lanes between Cedar Hills and Allen Boulevards.

⓬  Walker Road complete street project between Hwy 217 and Cedar Hills Boulevard.

⓭  Greenburg Road complete street project between Hall Boulevard and Tiedeman Avenue.

⓮ Hall Boulevard complete street project between Hwy 217 and downtown Tigard.

⓯ Allen Boulevard complete street project between Hwy 217 and Scholls Ferry Road.

Multi Use Trail improvementsMulti Use Trail improvements
FUNDEDFUNDED

⓰  Fanno Creek trail between Hwy 217 and Allen
Boulevard. Funded through HB 2017 with Hwy
217 project.

UNFUNDEDUNFUNDED

⓱  Hwy 217 trail overcrossings between Tigard Tri-
angle and downtown Tigard.

⓲  Complete gaps in Fanno Creek trail from Tuala-
tin	River	to	Hwy	217,	including	crossings	at	Hall
Boulevard and Tiedeman Avenue.

March 9, 2020
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Background 
Inclusion of the Highway 217 Corridor in the regional transportation investment measure is a step 
towards fulfilling a vision for the corridor to improve safety and reliability on Hwy 217, and develop 
affordable, safe and convenient travel options within the corridor. Washington County is growing 
rapidly: Metro forecasts the area adjacent to Hwy 217 will see a 68% increase in population and a 33% 
increase in jobs by 2040. Washington County has the greatest racial diversity in the region and 1 in 3 of 
the people in the corridor identify as a person of color. Many of the jobs in this corridor are low wage 
service industry jobs. In Washington County, about half of the residents travel out of the county for 
work and half of the workers travel into the county for work; creating a significant need for a functioning 
transportation system to serve local and regional needs.  

Over the last several decades, many significant investments have been made to improve the multi-
modal transportation system and support the goals of the 2040 Growth Concept for the centers and 
employment areas in the corridor. These include the improvements funded by House Bill (HB) 2017 to 
address merge and weave problems between Hwy 99W and Allen Boulevard. For transit, these include 
MAX, WES, and increased bus service, most recently the addition of frequent bus service on Hall 
Boulevard. Growth in two major transit centers, at Washington Square and Beaverton Transit Center 
also improved transit connections. Improvements to the active transportation network include the 
Fanno Creek trail and incremental additions of bike lanes and sidewalks on regional arterials.   

The need for additional improvements in the Hwy 217 corridor has been identified in state, regional and 
local transportation and community plans. The attached graphic highlights some of the identified 
improvement needs on regional arterials and trails in the corridor. These include the need to address 
the safety and reliability problems on southbound Hwy 217 between Walker Road and Allen Boulevard 
proposed for inclusion in the regional transportation investment measure. Other needs to improve 
transit access, speed and reliability on regional arterials and to complete the active transportation 
network have also been identified. Though jurisdictional transfer of Hall Boulevard has occurred in 
Beaverton, much of Hall Boulevard remains an ODOT facility.  

Planning and community engagement in the Hwy 217 corridor will identify, prioritize, design and 
construct needed improvements. Our revised request expands the proposed scope to include this effort 
for Hwy 217 and the adjacent area, as reflected in the responses to the Task Force questions. Including 
the Hwy 217 corridor in the regional transportation investment measure leverages the state’s 
investments on Hwy 217, as well as recent and ongoing community engagement, planning and 
investments by the cities of Beaverton and Tigard, Washington County and TriMet. 
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Responses to Task Force Questions: 
Has there been any recent study or modeling of congestion relief options (including transit) in the 
broader 217 corridor, other than additional or auxiliary lanes on 217 itself? Please share. 

• ODOT has studied traffic operations with and without the proposed project in determining
the scope and scale of the ramp modifications priorities for investment. The evaluation
considered upstream and downstream impacts on US 26 and I-5 in recognition that the
system must work as a whole.

• The Washington County Transportation Futures Study included analysis of transportation
system investments organized into different policy-oriented packages. The study showed
that even with significant investments in transit and bicycle/pedestrian facilities, congestion
still grows on Hwy 217 and the region’s other roadways due to the tremendous amount of
future growth projected in the region’s population and employment. The Futures Study also
found that investment in the region’s highway infrastructure resulted in less growth in
congestion on parallel roadways.

• ODOT Region 1 staff have recently initiated an effort to determine the feasibility of bus-on-
shoulder on several freeway corridors in the Portland area, including Hwy 217. This ongoing
effort looks at existing conditions such as ramp locations and volumes, distance between
ramps, shoulder widths on both the inside and outside shoulders, presence of barriers
(primarily inside barriers), location and length of existing auxiliary lanes, and AM and PM
peak period congestion bottleneck/queue locations. The next step in the process will be to
look for candidate segments in each corridor for further evaluation and identify those with
the greatest feasibility to implement bus-on-shoulder and the greatest reliability and transit
travel time benefit.

Can you share data on the specific safety issues on this corridor? What are the statistics on minor-injury 
crashes vs. major-injury and fatal crashes? 

• This segment of Hwy 217 is identified by Metro as a Regional High Injury Corridor. The table
below summarizes crashes between 2014 and 2018 in the auxiliary lane and ramp
improvement project area on Hwy 217, as well as on nearby parallel routes. Consistent with
data from other limited access facilities, the highway crashes are not as serious as on
arterial roadways; however they are frequent and the personal costs in terms of property
damage and travel time reliability add up. There was one fatality on Hwy 217 in the project
area, in the northbound direction:

Total crashes Serious 
Injury 

Other injury Property 
damage only 

Hwy 217 project area 316 5 150 161 
Hall Boulevard 215 1 110 105 
Watson Avenue 69 0 29 40 
Western Avenue 133 5 65 68 
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• For Hwy 217 southbound overall, including areas beyond the proposed auxiliary lane/ramp
improvement project segment, there was an 11.5% increase in crashes from 2015 to 2017
(156 crashes to 174 crashes).

Can you study north/south connection options for cyclists? 

Yes. Previous studies and community input identified opportunities for trails, multi-use paths, 
and gaps in the bicycle/pedestrian network. Planning funds for the Hwy 217 Corridor can be 
used to study those options in greater detail, prioritize investments, and identify sources for 
construction funding. As the attached graphic shows, there are already identified north-south 
parallel projects which could be advanced through further planning and funding.  

Has the county considered Enhanced Transit on parallel routes? 

• Hall Boulevard is the only continuous parallel route in close proximity to Hwy 217. It is being
upgraded to frequent bus service, which increases the importance of improving transit
access, speed and reliability.

• TriMet and Metro’s initial Enhanced Transit Corridor project identified three opportunities
along Hall Boulevard to improve transit speed and reliability:

o Northbound Hall Boulevard and Farmington Road: Next- or current-generation
transit signal priority.

o Hall Boulevard/Allen Boulevard intersection: Implement a far-side bus stop and
pullout. This project is moving forward for design and funding by the City of
Beaverton.

o Hall Boulevard/Denney Road intersection: Northbound Business Access and Transit
(BAT) lane and bikes “up and over” configuration, in which bikes would roll up and
over the bus platform.

• The County’s First/Last Mile study identified needs for access improvements for riders of
WES, MAX and other bus lines in the Hwy 217 corridor. Previous studies identified the need
for transit signal priority and other improvements on arterials, including Greenburg Road.

Can you share more information on how this project supports the Task Force outcomes of racial equity 
and climate? 

• Past outreach conducted for the Transportation Futures Study showed that members of
marginalized communities depend on all transportation modes and support both road and
transit improvements. The project supports racial equity by making it easier to get around
within, to and from equity focus areas.

• Input from members of marginalized communities along Hwy 217 has been essential. For
the projects funded by HB2017, ODOT implemented an Environmental Justice outreach
plan, which began in the fall of 2017 and included specific outreach to neighbors of the Hall
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Boulevard overpass about construction impacts, including residences, businesses, 
stakeholder groups, special interest groups, churches, Metzger School, TriMet and 
jurisdictions (City of Tigard and Washington County). Outreach included stakeholder 
interviews, attending existing community organization meetings (including Community 
Participation Organization 4M) and visiting businesses, including Spanish language 
translation and interpretation. 

• Land use plans for areas adjacent to Hwy 217 are realizing Metro’s 2040 Growth Concept
with smart growth principles. The Hwy 217 corridor links the Sunset town center, Beaverton
and Washington Square regional centers, and the Tigard town center. This proposal
supports climate change values by supporting the growth occurring in the regional and town
center areas in the corridor, which are centrally located and served by multimodal
transportation options. The increasing density in these locations should help reduce trip
lengths and increase the number of people who can access transit.

• Hwy 217 plays a critical transportation role in supporting economic growth in the region by
providing a limited access route for freight and access to jobs. This includes significant
employment areas with a variety of living-wage jobs in and adjacent to the Hwy 217
corridor.

• Improvements to Hwy 217 will improve safety and reliability by reducing traffic diversion
onto parallel facilities in nearby communities, where the risk of serious injuries and fatalities
is higher.

How have you or do you plan on engaging with impacted or potentially impacted communities? 

• The proposed improvements on Hwy 217 will occur within the existing right-of-way, with
the potential exception of some off-site stormwater mitigation. In addition to prior outreach
noted above, ODOT will include environmental justice analysis as a part of the project
outreach efforts.

• The City of Beaverton and Washington County will partner with ODOT to engage
communities in identifying companion projects of benefit to marginalized communities in
the corridor. Beyond the identified roadway project, there are opportunities to identify
other improvements in the area that can benefit the community.

• In addition to ODOT’s HB 2017 project, there are a number of planning efforts underway or
recently completed, which include engagement of marginalized communities in the Hwy 217
Corridor between US 26 and I-5:

o The Southwest Corridor Equitable Development Strategy (SWEDS).

o The Beaverton Allen Boulevard district, where 38% of the population identifies as
Hispanic/Latino, and 22% of households have income below the poverty level.

o The Washington Square Regional Center Update, led by the City of Tigard.

o The Beaverton West Five industrial area study.
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• Engagement with communities through the proposed Hwy 217 corridor study would build
upon the relationships established in these community engagement efforts.

How could this investment leverage other regional or local investments? (Consider transportation as well 
as housing, parks and nature, and other priorities.) 

• The attached graphic shows the compilation of Hwy 217 and companion projects. The
auxiliary lane/ramp improvement project would leverage the HB 2017-funded project
directly to the south, which is building new auxiliary lanes southbound from Allen Boulevard
to Hwy 99W and northbound from Hwy 99W to Scholls Ferry Road. Both projects improve
safety and mobility in the corridor because auxiliary lanes help vehicles get on and off the
freeway safely and efficiently, which reduces recurring bottlenecks and helps traffic flow
more reliably.

• This is a high growth area, and the investments in the transportation system will continue to
support the affordable housing and living wage jobs growing in this corridor.

• There are numerous opportunities for trails and parks in the corridor that could be
identified through the regional parks and natural areas bond.

• Washington County and Beaverton have a history of working with ODOT to identify
opportunities for additional “leverage” improvements, including several within the Hwy 217
corridor.

If you aren’t able to get the full requested amount, are there phasing opportunities? 

• Yes. The project can be divided into several phases. Phasing with the revised proposal is:

o Phase 1 (new): $2 million to engage the diverse communities in the corridor to
identify and prioritize transportation safety and connectivity needs through an
equity, safety and climate lens. This planning process will provide opportunities to
leverage planned transportation, affordable housing, park and trail investments by
Metro, Washington County, ODOT, cities and others. We will consider future:

 Transit access, speed and reliability investments on busy arterials.

 Lighting, bus shelter amenities and other investments.

 Active transportation investments, including trail and sidewalk connections,
as well as improved pedestrian crossings and bike lanes on busy streets.

 Other community-identified needs.

o Phase 2: $25 million to $27 million for Environmental Assessment and preliminary
engineering for the southbound auxiliary lane and ramp improvements on Hwy 217
between Walker Road and Allen Boulevard (identified as project 3 in the attached
graphic). Funding for preliminary engineering could be increased to include
additional transit and active transportation improvements identified in the Phase 1
planning and community engagement effort.
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o Phase 3: $105 million to $125 million for final engineering design and construction
of the proposed Hwy 217 project.

• This phasing proposal does not include construction costs for the transit and active
transportation projects on adjacent arterials. When the priorities, designs and costs of these
projects are known, project partners will seek funding from available sources, potentially
including the regionwide programs proposed in the regional transportation investment
measure.
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OR	217		

Introduction/Overview of OR 217 Corridor: 

OR 217 serves as a key north‐south connection between US 26 (Sunset Highway) and I‐5 on the west 

side of the Portland Metropolitan Area, predominantly in Washington County. It is approximately seven 

and a half miles long and provides the primary access for two regional centers and a town center 

(Washington Square Regional Center, Beaverton Regional Center, and Tigard Town Center), providing 

access to jobs and housing, schools, and employment and commercial centers. OR 217 carries up to 

118,000 vehicles per day (as of 2018) and serves as the west side connector for freight mobility, in 

particular as the route for hazardous materials to access I‐5.  

OR 217 is flanked by significant industrial and employment areas, as well as residential neighborhoods 

home to low income immigrant populations. In addition to moving the freight, OR 217 connects people 

to major job centers and regional services. St. Vincent Medical Center, one of the largest hospitals in the 

region, is located at the northern end of the corridor, employing more than 3,000 people and more than 

26,000 patients per year. Kaiser also has a large medical office located in the corridor.  Of the 70,000 

employees within a half mile of OR 217, 8,000 are employed in Industrial jobs. Industrial jobs are usually 

living‐wage jobs that do not require a college degree, which is important for the region’s employment.   

The two Regional Centers and one Town Center served by OR 217 also represent a significant 

concentration of jobs, as well as retail and civic services. The Washington Square Regional Center is 

anchored by one of the largest malls in the region and continues to redevelop. The Tigard Town Center 

and Beaverton Regional Center include both regional‐scale retail destinations and walkable civic centers 

and downtowns – OR 217 helps people access jobs and services efficiently while relieving already 

congested local streets of the impacts of heavy truck and auto traffic.  

Along OR 217 there are nine closely spaced interchanges, which contribute to conflicts between 

entering and exiting traffic. Several interchanges are less than ¼‐mile apart, which does not allow 

adequate space for the weaving that occurs between entering and exiting vehicles. The corridor 

experiences safety and mobility problems, including recurring bottlenecks, top 10% Safety Priority Index 

System (SPIS) sites, and unreliable travel times. Other factors that lead to these problems include 

demand that exceeds capacity in the midday as well as morning and afternoon peaks, lack of shoulders, 

and short weaving areas that create erratic changes to traffic speeds due to interchange spacing.  

Description of Project, including purpose and need, location, scope: 

 Description:  This project will address safety and congestion bottlenecks on OR 217 southbound 

between Walker Road and OR 8/Canyon Road and remove the weaving activity in the area 

between the Walker Road entrance ramp and Allen Boulevard exit ramp. 

 Purpose and need:  Improvements are needed on OR 217 southbound to address traveler safety 

and a recurring congestion bottleneck. Such improvements, as described in the scope below, are 

intended to enhance safety by removing weaving activity between closely spaced interchanges 
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from Walker Road to Allen Boulevard, reduce crashes, improve reliability and maximize the 

existing throughput capability for the corridor. 

The 2018 Portland Region Traffic Performance Report documented some of the slowest PM 

peak period speeds in the region in this segment of OR 217 southbound, as speeds in this 

bottleneck area averaged below 25 mph in the PM peak period. As of 2017, congested 

conditions in this bottleneck, which stretches from the Hall Boulevard exit back to the US 26 

entrance, persist for approximately 7 hours, between 11:30am and 6:30pm on an average 

weekday. The segment of OR 217 southbound between the Walker Road entrance and Allen 

Boulevard exit contained a 2015 top 10% SPIS site and experienced nearly 200 crashes from 

2013 to 2017. A large number of non‐crash incidents, such as disabled vehicles, also occur on OR 

217 between Walker Road and OR 8/Canyon Road compared to the rest of the corridor. 

 Scope:  The project would provide a third southbound travel lane between the OR 8/Canyon 

Road exit and the Allen Boulevard exit, braided ramps for the southbound Allen Boulevard exit 

ramp and Beaverton‐Hillsdale Highway entrance ramp, and add a southbound auxiliary lane 

between the Walker Road entrance and OR 8/Canyon Road exit. These improvements are 

incorporated in the 2018 Regional Transportation Plan, as the braided ramps project is listed as 

#11988 on the constrained project list and the remaining improvements are included in project 

#11978 on the strategic project list. As has been done on the current phase of work and in 

keeping with requirements (ORS 366.514 known as the Oregon Bike Bill), this project will look 

for opportunities for multi‐modal improvements specifically along 217 crossings. This will 

include consulting ODOT’s Active Transportation Needs Inventory, local plans, and making 

connections to the Fanno Creek Trail. The proposed improvements are part of a systemic 

approach that recognizes the relationship to Hwy 26 and I‐5, and builds on previous investments 

in ramp metering and variable message sign solutions as well as previous and current capital 

projects funded by HB 2017.  

 

List of Task Force and Metro Council Values the project will deliver on, with quantitative information 

when possible (note: this may include impacts on affordable housing, ghg reductions, how the project 

impacts communities of color, economic development impacts, etc.): 

Safety: This project will improve safety by removing weaving activity between vehicles entering OR 217 

at Beaverton‐Hillsdale Highway and vehicles exiting at Allen Boulevard. Likewise, the auxiliary lane 

between the Walker Road and OR 8/Canyon Road interchanges will reduce weaving conflicts by adding 

space and decision‐making time for motorists to merge onto the OR 217 mainline. These improvements 

are intended to reduce crashes and improve corridor reliability, which will make it safer to travel in and 

through the corridor to get around, access jobs and services, and access affordable housing, all of which 

would contribute to opportunities for economic growth. 

The unreliable travel times on OR 217 means that some drivers shift to use parallel routes on the local 

street network and that exacerbates safety issues there as well, considering the variety of travel modes 

that use those routes. Addressing safety and reliability on OR 217, a critical north‐south connection in 

Washington County, could lead to indirect improvements on the local system as well. 
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Mobility and Reliability: This project will provide a significant benefit to reduce congestion and improve 

travel time reliability. OR 217 carries up to 118,000 vehicles on an average weekday, providing key 

north‐south access to Washington County jobs, services and deliveries. OR 217 is an important 

connector between a number of major freight routes, including I‐5, US 26, Oregon 99W, and Canyon 

Road (OR 8).  

Clean Air and Water, Healthy Ecosystems: This project includes mitigations for stormwater 

management. Greenhouse gases from idling vehicles will also be reduced. Multi‐modal improvements to 

over‐crossings will provide access for walking and biking to jobs and commercial areas.  

Efficient Land Use: The project will support the existing investment in the adjacent industrial areas that 

are served by and rely upon access to OR 217. The region has a finite amount of employment land to 

grow the economic base and provide jobs. It is critical to strategically invest in industrial areas with 

valuable highway access that serve traded‐sector jobs, offering higher paying wages, foster innovation 

and generate start‐ups. In particular, the WestFive industrial district, adjacent to OR 217 between 

Beaverton Hillsdale Highway and Allen Boulevard, is home to approximately 200 businesses with 3,500 

employees. 

Benefits Communities of Color: More than 30% of people who live in the census tracts adjacent to 217 

identify as non‐white, and there are neighborhoods of higher concentrations.  Among these 

neighborhoods is the Allen Boulevard area, where Beaverton is in the process of finalizing the Allen 

Boulevard District Plan. The study area for this work encompasses the Allen Boulevard corridor between 

OR 217 and Murray Boulevard to the west. This area includes culturally and racially diverse residents 

and businesses that cater to Spanish, Arabic, and Korean‐speaking communities. 38% of the population 

within the Allen Boulevard project area is Hispanic/Latino, compared to 17% of residents in Beaverton as 

a whole. Additionally, 22% of the households in the neighborhood have incomes below the poverty 

level. Connecting low income communities of color to economic opportunity is a benefit of addressing 

safety and congestion on OR 217, particularly since there is a concentration of well‐paid jobs in 

industrial areas nearby. 

The proposed transportation improvements to OR 217 will benefit communities of color by supporting 

the success of businesses that both rely on the corridor for freight access and provide jobs for 

community members, by reducing the potential for through traffic to be pushed to local streets, and by 

increasing the safety and reliability of the corridor for people of color who rely on it to get where they 

are going for access to work, play, educational opportunities and services such as health care. 

Supports Economic Growth: OR 217 is a critical connection to three of the largest suburban office 

markets in the region, Kruse Way in Lake Oswego, Lincoln Center in Tigard and the Creekside Nimbus 

business parks in Beaverton. Industrial jobs are abundant in the West Five Industrial Area, the Parkside 

Business Center, the 217 Distribution Center and the Denney Road Commerce Center in Beaverton.   

For example, the Beaverton WestFive Plan (completed in 2016) notes that the WestFive industrial 

district, adjacent to OR 217 between Beaverton Hillsdale Highway and Allen Boulevard, is home to 
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approximately 200 businesses with 3,500 employees. It contains the largest block of industrial land in 

the city. 53 wholesale trade companies operate in the district that have average annual wages of 

$69,000.  These jobs are a crucial resource for the community.  

WestFive also has a concentration of Traded Sector businesses, which means that they sell the goods 

they produce outside the region. This is important because traded‐sector businesses have unique land 

use needs due to the nature of transporting and loading these goods. These business need to be located 

near major transportation facilities.  In contrast, local sector jobs tend to be more flexible in where they 

can be located.  

In addition, traded‐sector businesses offer higher wages than other industrial businesses, support other 

companies which creates a supply chain effect and can incubate new technologies, and their employees 

support local businesses such as restaurants and retail. 

The proposed safety and congestion improvements to OR 217 would directly address bottlenecks that 

affect businesses in the WestFive industrial district that rely on the Beaverton Hillsdale Highway and 

Allen Boulevard exits for freight and employee access.  

 

Support from all project partners, including TriMet, ODOT, and county or city agencies (could be a 

letter of support demonstrating support for project moving forward and providing staffing resources 

to it): 

Attached letters from project partners ODOT and City of Beaverton 

 

Estimated project cost and indication of degree of confidence in that cost estimate, as well as project 

finance plan (if applicable) and an identification of other funding sources for the project and the 

degree of contingency that is included in the cost estimate: 

The total project estimate is $130‐150 million (2019 dollars). This is a planning level estimate that uses a 

contingency of 40‐60%. The previous OR 217 projects have been delivered in incremental phases. That 

means that recent work informs this cost estimate and gives a high level of confidence that the work can 

be delivered in a timely and budget conscious manner.  

 

Estimated timeline for the project, including start and end dates: 

Preliminary Design/Environmental analysis  2021‐2023 

Final Design  2023‐2025 

Construction  2025‐2027 

 

 

Major risks of the project (e.g. engineering, design, political, etc.): 

There are several environmental considerations in the corridor and project area related to hydrology, 

such as a creek and floodway/floodplain in the vicinity of Canyon Road and Beaverton‐Hillsdale Highway. 

There are also wetlands near the Allen Boulevard interchange. In addition, coordination with railroads 

will be necessary to accommodate construction of the braided ramps, which will likely require a grade 

separated rail crossing near SW 5th Street in Beaverton. These two considerations, related to 
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environmental concerns and the railroad, could present a risk to the project’s scope, schedule and 

budget. 

 

How the project ties in with Metro’s 2040 Plan and the land use implications of the project: 

OR 217 provides primary access to two regional centers, the Washington Square Regional Center and 

the Beaverton Regional Center and the Tigard Town Center. Investing in the highway system supports 

the 2040 Growth Concept which sees Regional Centers becoming the focus of both transit and highway 

improvements. The project improvements proposed for OR 217 will improve safety and reliability, 

making it easier to get to jobs, housing, schools, services, industry and employment. Keeping these 

connections strong to support continued investment in land uses is key to the economic health of 

Washington County.  

Improvements for OR 217 have been included in the Regional Transportation Plan since the early 1990’s.  

It is in the current 2018 RTP project list (on the constrained list as #11988 and on the strategic list as 

#11978.  

 

Summary of the public engagement work that has occurred so far, or the public engagement plan, in 

particular identifying outreach to communities of color: 

Extensive public outreach has been conducted since the early 1990’s through various planning studies. 

OR 217 improvements were recommended in the LUTRAQ study, further studied in the 2000 OR 217 

Corridor Study which included congestion pricing, the OR 217 Interchange Management Study and the 

Refinement of Ramp Management Concepts in 2000 and 2001, which identified the bottleneck projects 

proposed and underway. Each of these studies had extensive public outreach. In Washington County’s 

recent Transportation Futures Study, surveys and polling showed strong support for OR 217 

improvements.  

Outreach from the projects under construction through HB 2017 funding included:  

 Project website 

 Email newsletters 

 Open House held in May 2019 

 Sound wall voting process – summer and fall 2019 

 Direct outreach to adjacent residences and businesses 

 Environmental Justice Outreach Plan, beginning in the fall of 2017, includes specific outreach to 

neighbors of the Hall Boulevard overpass about construction impacts, including residences, 

businesses, stakeholder groups, special interest groups, churches, Metzger School, TriMet and 

jurisdictions (City of Tigard and Washington County). Outreach includes stakeholder interviews, 

attending existing meetings (CPO 4M), visiting businesses, Spanish translation and interpreter. 

 







Highway 99W Corridor Study – Washington County 
Responses to Task Force Questions from February 18, 2020 
March 11, 2020 
 

Background 
Washington County, Tigard, Sherwood, Tualatin, and King City request $5 million to fund a Highway 99W 
Corridor Plan.  Oregon Highway 99W supports a wide range of uses from connecting parts of the state to 
the Metro region to a daily commuter road between cities in south Washington County.  Increasingly, 
the corridor also supports a growing urban community. Just like Tier 1 corridors TV Highway and 82nd 
avenue, this regionally significant corridor has been designed for vehicle traffic and not for the growing 
needs of pedestrians, bicycles and transit.   Unlike those Tier 1 corridors, however, there has not been a 
multi-jurisdictional planning process that would have made it prepared for construction investments.  
ODOT, Washington County, Tigard, Sherwood, Tualatin, and King City have put their money into 
incremental fixes and preparing the baseline scope for a corridor plan.  

Funding through Metro’s Get Moving 2020 investment would unlock the possibility to receive 
transformational funding to meet a backlog of safety needs and position this area for the future so that 
transit-supportive multimodal projects can be identified, prioritized, and funded. 

NOTE: Original Tier 2 request is attached for reference. 

 

Responses to Task Force Questions: 

Can you share more about what you mean by improving safety and equity outcomes? 

Highway 99W is identified by Metro as a High-Injury corridor1, so we already know that there are 
significant safety concerns throughout this stretch of the system.  Metro’s study indicated that the 
serious crashes in this area include serious injuries for bike, vehicle and all network users.  Near the 
highest concentration of fatal crashes in the Tigard Triangle, two census tracts have poverty rates of 
22.5% and 28.3%, compared to the regional average of 12.9%. Approximately one in eight residents 
within a ½ mile of Highway 99W live in poverty. 

As stated at our presentation, the risks are not just to those using 99W directly, but the difficult of 
crossing the highway as it runs through the center of the cities along the corridor, separating residential 
areas from commercial areas. 

• King City has a great need for safety improvements for their high number of seniors who cross 
the wide intersection of Durham Road and 99W for groceries.  

• Sherwood is concerned about the need to cross 99W for a new high school built to the north of 
the road, while the majority of students live in neighborhoods to the south.  

• Tualatin is using local dollars to install sidewalks to connect a mobile home park and residential 
neighborhoods with nearby restaurants and job sites. 

• In Tigard, the corridor has the highest frequency of fatal injury crashes, with many of those 
being pedestrians and bicyclists. Additionally, Tigard recently completed a Transportation Safety 

                                                           
1 See Metro’s High Injury Corridors & Intersections Report, April 2017 
(https://www.oregonmetro.gov/sites/default/files/2018/07/02/HighInjuryCorridorsReportApril2017.pdf)/ 

https://www.oregonmetro.gov/sites/default/files/2018/07/02/HighInjuryCorridorsReportApril2017.pdf
https://www.oregonmetro.gov/sites/default/files/2018/07/02/HighInjuryCorridorsReportApril2017.pdf
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Action Plan (TSAP) that documents findings from a citywide transportation safety and crash 
analysis (2013-2017 data). Citywide, the Tigard TSAP found that while pedestrian crashes with a 
vehicle account for 2% of reported crashes in Tigard, they result in 54% of all fatal crashes in the 
city. It also found that 95% of pedestrian and bicycle crashes resulted in injury or fatality.  In 
addition, 49% of reported vehicle-vehicle crashes resulted in injury or fatality.  

The increasing use of the 99W Corridor by pedestrians and bicycles as the urban areas densify highlights 
the need to improve safety and equity outcomes.  

 
As the map below shows, Highway 99W presents a significant risk to users of the corridor. 
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A comprehensive corridor study would help identify and potentially engineer effective safety mitigations 
to ensure the safety of all roadway users with an emphasis on those either choosing not to drive or 
unable to for whatever reason.  To address these concerns, the planning process needs to address the 
needs of all of these users.  One goal of the planning process will be to address the need for safer 
crossings, better pedestrian and better cycling facilities throughout the corridor.   

Planning investments in the corridor would also look for better opportunities to take drivers off the road 
without displacing the cars onto surrounding surface streets, which often leads to moving the safety 
concerns instead of reducing them.  Given the demographics of the census tracts surrounding the 
corridor, this planning process will provide solutions for increasing the safety outcomes for a diverse 
population of users and identify plans for creating better access to transit. 

Not only is the corridor, therefore, reflective of many equity issues within Washington County, the 
Highway 99W corridor connects eastern most areas identified in Metro and the Regional Transportation 
Plan’s equity areas (communities of color, low income, and low education proficiency) with outer 
regional equity areas in Yamhill County on the western edge.  As the Metro area has grown and become 
more expensive, many former Metro residents have moved into the Yamhill County area adjacent to 
Sherwood.  This population is still likely to be commuting into the Metro area for employment.  And 
upon completion of the Southwest Corridor light rail extension, it is more likely that users will be using 
Highway 99W to connect to the new transit option.  Without a full study of the corridor, the problems of 
high-injury accidents and increased conflicts between modal types will merely increase without a chance 
for a comprehensive solution. 

 
Can you share more data on equity and communities of color along this corridor? 

The Coalition of Communities of Color’s Leading with Race: Research Justice in Washington County 
report identified that 1 in 3 people in Tigard, Tualatin and Sherwood are people of color.  

As part of ODOT’s initial Hwy 99W scoping exercise, the project team did some demographic analysis of 
the 9-mile corridor, which passes through a variety of places ranging from a National Wildlife Refuge to 
industrial employment lands to King City and downtown Tigard and found: 

o As of the 2010 Census, 13% of the residents of the Census Blocks that intersect the ½ mile 
buffer around the Highway 99W corridor claimed Hispanic or Latinx ethnicity, and 17% 
reported a racial category other than white/Caucasian.   

o Approximately one in eight residents of the Census Tracts within the corridor buffer area 
lives in poverty. 

o Two of the adjacent Census tracts (both near the connection to 217) have poverty rates of 
22.5% and 28.3%, compared to the regional average of 12.9%.   

o The 2013-17 American Community Survey (ACS) data for the corridor buffer Census Tracts 
show that roughly 6% of the residents have a disability.  

o Approximately one in twenty residents speak a language other than English at home and 
speak English less-than-well. 

o Approximately one in twenty residents speak a language other than English at home and 
speak English less-than-well. 
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What is the vision you have for this corridor as it relates to multimodal investments and impacts to 
marginalized communities? 

A first step in creating a corridor plan is to develop a vision.  In working with ODOT to provide an initial 
scoping for the plan, the local partners have created a vision statement for the plan: “develop a 
blueprint to guide the transformation of Highway 99W into a transit-supportive multimodal corridor.” 
Based on previous planning efforts, we know that transit in the corridor is currently limited, and that 
bicycle lanes and sidewalks are incomplete.  In addition, the access to transit is insufficient.  The corridor 
plan will focus on improvements to the entire system, focusing on the multi-modal opportunities that 
can relieve other safety concerns. 
 
One of the first steps in the planning process will be engaging historically marginalized communities who 
live in or use the corridor to better understand their needs, challenges, and desired equity and safety 
outcomes.  The initial scoping exercise that ODOT has undertaken included interviews with advocacy 
groups and social services.  In those interviews we have heard that traditionally marginalized 
communities about concerns with job access and environmental harm from congestion, safety concerns 
of aging infrastructure or lack thereof, and the lack of quality transit.   
 

How have you or do you plan on engaging with impacted or potentially impacted communities? 

ODOT’s initial scoping exercise has included stakeholder interviews with partner agencies, elected 
officials, education/school districts, advocacy groups, human and social services, affordable housing, 
Chambers of Commerce, first responders/law enforcement. These stakeholder interviews have been 
informative for scoping the engagement work that will be included as a part of the larger study. 
Additional engagement for this corridor can be informed by the successful strategies developed through 
the Southwest Corridor Equitable Development Strategy (SWEDS).  

Tigard has a demonstrated track record of robust community engagement focusing on historically 
marginalized communities. Three current and recent examples include the Washington Square Regional 
Center Plan Update, Tigard’s New Tigard Triangle: Planning for Equitable Development, and the 
Southwest Corridor Equitable Development Strategy.  

o The Washington Square project consultant team includes Verde, a community based 
organization, who also assisted the city with community engagement on the Metzger 
Community School Project. In addition to a commitment to engaging with the surrounding 
communities, the WA Square project will conduct a residential displacement analysis to 
understand how redevelopment will impact housing in and outside the regional center with 
recommendations on tools to address displacement risks.  

o The New Tigard Triangle project contracted with Unite Oregon to get community feedback 
on urban renewal project priorities. The top ranked projects include supporting affordable 
housing, parks, and Hwy 99W pedestrian improvements (within the Urban Renewal district).  

o The City of Tigard worked with Unite Oregon to hold two community meetings (in four 
languages) regarding transit justice, impacts on housing and displacement. Resulting in a 
Community Letter for Residents Needs to Stay in Place AND a third community meeting AND 
public hearing hosted in four languages regarding the Southwest Corridor Light Rail Draft 
Environmental Impact Statement. A fifth meeting was held in January 2020 in conjunction 
with COT, Portland, Metro, Unite Oregon and Proud Ground about Keeping the SW Corridor 
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Affordable as a follow up to this work and investigating potential strategies such as land 
banking.  

 
In 2019, through the Tualatin 2040 project, the project culminated in the successful passage of 
Tualatin’s first-ever affordable housing strategy. The project was a significant step for equitable 
community engagement, as the following new actions were performed:  

o Spanish translation of all meeting minutes and important documents  
o Spanish interpretation offered at all public meetings  
o Engagement tracking of race, age, income, and gender for all community engagement to 

identify where audiences were or were not being reached  
o Intentionally diverse selection of advisory committee members for race, income, gender, and 

age  
o Coordination with Tualatin’s Diversity Task Force that informed outreach materials, methods, 

and housing strategies presented to the public and City Council  
 
In working towards a successful planning project, we are prepared to continue with this level of 
engagement to ensure that participation in the planning process is inclusive and specifically seeks out 
the needs and expectations of those that are most impacted by the Highway 99W corridor in all cities 
and in-between. 
 

Please provide additional information about affordable housing in this corridor. 

Within the corridor, 53% of the housing units within a half mile of the highway are rental apartments or 
condos. 

In Tigard, there are 952 existing regulated affordable housing units in 23 complexes within a half mile of 
the highway.  In addition, with the support of Community Partners for Affordable Housing (CPAH), 
Washington County and others, within Tigard there are over 1,000 units of affordable housing in the 
pipeline, near or adjacent to 99W, including:  

 Fields Apartments (in construction, 260 units)  
 Red Rock Creek Commons (in construction, 48 units)  
 72nd and Baylor (in building permit review, 80 units)  
 Senior Center Housing (in design, 50-60 units)  
 Related NW Housing Development (in design, 140-150 units)  
 CPAH project (in feasibility, units unknown)  

 
Tualatin established it’s first-ever affordable housing strategy in 2019 and is actively engaged with 
affordable housing developers to locate a site.   
 
King City was recently approved by Metro for an urban growth boundary expansion that will nearly 
double the population. The new area will provide a diversity of housing and jobs, which is in line with 
Metro’s 2040 Growth Concept.  
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As all the housing comes online, travel demands in the corridor will increase.  To ensure that affordable 
transportation options are aligned with the new affordable housing investments, now is the time to 
complete the corridor plan. 

 

How could this investment leverage other regional or local investments? (Consider transportation as well 
as housing, parks and nature, and other priorities.) 

A comprehensive Hwy 99W corridor plan can identify opportunities for strategic investments in the 
corridor from multiple funding sources – leveraging other public and private investments. 

Highway 99W is closely connected to the SW Corridor project, as it will provide access to future station 
areas. Improving transit and non-motorized access along and across 99W will support the use of the 
new light rail line.  

Several of the affordable housing projects noted above are expected to utilize funding from the recent 
regional affordable housing measure. 

A complete plan could also leverage regional and local investments by identifying how to complete gaps 
in regional trails and other active transportation improvements. The Highway 99W Corridor connects to 
several trails which could compete for funding from the 2019 regional parks and nature bond measure. 
Trails in the corridor include: Red Rock Creek  

o Westside Trail 
o Ice Age Tonquin Trail 
o Tualatin River Greenway 
o Tualatin River National Wildlife Refuge 

The corridor connects the downtown areas of Sherwood and Tigard, which have had significant 
investments in recent years. Plans for future improvements which can be leveraged with the 99W 
Corridor plan.  

Finally, Highway 99W supports resiliency, clean air, water, and healthy ecosystems as it connects to the 
Tualatin River National Wildlife Refuge.  In addition, good planning will assist in improving a patchwork 
stormwater system as improvement projects can be planned for proper coordination.  
 

If you aren’t able to get the full requested amount, are there phasing opportunities? 

• This request is for planning funding only, which can be scaled accordingly by limiting the detail in 
the level of design for potential improvements. 

• A minimum of $1 million is necessary for comprehensive community engagement to develop 
the corridor vision. 

• Additional funding would support identification of specific projects, development of planning 
level cost estimates, prioritization of projects and preliminary design. 
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Highway	99W		
 
The regional impact and value of Highway 99W transcends local jurisdictions. More than 30 related local 
plans have been completed, but no unifying strategy guides how this corridor will serve local, regional 
and state needs as growth pressures continue to stress our shared infrastructure network. Working 
together, Washington County, ODOT and the cities of King City, Sherwood, Tigard and Tualatin would 
like Metro support for a planning process that will define a new future for an increasingly outdated 
transportation facility. 
 
1. Description of the goal, location and scope of the possible planning project 
 
The Highway 99W Corridor Plan will provide a blueprint to guide the transformation of Highway 99W 
into a transit‐supportive multimodal corridor.  Oregon Highway 99W links the Portland Metro area to 
the Willamette Valley and the Oregon Coast. Within Washington County, 99W connects the cities of 
Tigard, Tualatin, King City and Sherwood, as well as stretches of unincorporated County lands. ODOT 
owns and manages the highway, which currently serves 48,000 daily vehicle trips and TriMet bus lines 
93, 94, 12 and 64. As a state freight route, 99W is a key link for statewide goods movement. It has 
discontinuous bike lanes and sidewalks, with limited marked or protected pedestrian crossing 
opportunities.  
 
The Highway 99W Corridor Plan will 
identify investments and policies 
necessary to improve multimodal 
safety, transportation system 
management, economic activity, 
development and land use 
revitalization. The project will 
extend 10 miles along Highway 99W 
from I‐5 near the Portland city limits 
to south of Brookman Road in 
Sherwood, and will include analysis 
of the adjacent and nearby land 
uses. Historically, Highway 99W has 
functioned as an automobile‐
dominated travel corridor. As the 
metropolitan area has grown, the 
development pattern focused on 
highway‐oriented retail and services 
for the growing communities along 
the corridor. Today, Highway 99W is 
characterized by strip commercial 
development with many aging 
commercial structures that could 
redevelop. It is one of the region’s 
high‐injury corridors, with 31 serious crashes reported between 2010 and 2014. The highway’s current 
design does not provide for the range of safe and accessible travel choices that nearby communities 
need.  

Figure 1: Highway 99W in Washington County
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The Highway 99W Corridor Plan will involve extensive public outreach to engage communities in close 
proximity to the corridor, as well as people who use the corridor for trips throughout the region. Early 
analysis will identify communities of concern, and the public outreach will include targeted engagement 
of transportation‐disadvantaged communities.  
 
The goals of the project are to: 

 Develop a unified vision for the corridor through extensive public and stakeholder outreach 

 Assemble a list of the needs, opportunities and constraints  

 Conduct market analyses and identify potential investment strategies for road, transit and land 
use improvements 

 Determine how 99W and the surrounding local transportation networks should be improved 
and managed to balance local, regional and long‐distance travel needs 

 Identify transportation infrastructure projects, service enhancements and potential funding 
sources 

 Develop a strategy for economic resilience, adaptation and growth 

 Identify potential land use and transportation system plan changes to build equitable 
multimodal, transit‐supportive communities along the corridor 

 
 
2. Consistency with the 2018 Regional Transportation Plan’s policies, mobility corridors and/or project 
list. 
 
The 2018 Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) identifies the Highway 99W corridor as a major arterial 
from its origin in Portland at I‐5 to the eastern border of the city of Sherwood, and as a throughway 
from Sherwood to the County line with Yamhill County. Per the RTP, an arterial is intended to provide 
general mobility for travel and to serve as an important connection to major commercial, residential, 
industrial and institutional centers. Highway 99W provides important linkage and connection to the 
throughway network both at I‐5 and as a connection farther south to the Willamette Valley and to 
coastal communities. The 2018 RTP further designates Highway 99W as a main freight route connecting 
major activity centers to other areas in Oregon and beyond. 
 
In addition, Highway 99W is designated as both a Pedestrian and Bicycle Parkway in the 2018 RTP. These 
designations are for the facilities with the highest existing or potential non‐motorized demand that 
serve important destinations. Pedestrian Parkways are intended to connect people to frequent transit 
service (both existing and planned). Regional Bicycle Parkways provide a spider web‐grid pattern and 
connect to and through every urban center, many regional destinations, most employment and 
industrial land areas, regional parks and natural areas.  
 
The 2018 RTP designated 
Highway 99W as a frequent 
bus corridor (FBC) with 
future high‐capacity transit 
(HCT) service. Figure 2 
shows an existing bus stop 
on 99W, which has a bus 
pull out, but lacks other 

Figure 2: Existing bus stop along 99W
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amenities for transit users, and is not surrounded by transit‐supportive land uses. Frequent bus 
corridors (FBCs) should have 15‐minute frequency throughout the day and on weekends (based on 
demand). FBCs may also include transit‐preferential treatments, such as reserved bus lanes and transit 
signal priority, and enhanced passenger infrastructure along the corridor and at major bus stops, such as 
covered bus shelters, curb extensions, special lighting and median stations. Future HCT corridors are 
identified as areas that need additional concept planning to identify transit investments which could 
include bus rapid transit, rapid streetcar, light rail and commuter rail. Current bus service on Highway 
99W is not operating at or near frequent service levels, as shown in Table 1. 
 
Table 1: Bus Service 

Line  Current Headway  Future Plans 

Peak  Off‐peak 

12‐Sandy/Barbur  15  15  Discontinued, to be replaced by SW 
Corridor 

64‐Marquam 
Hill/Tigard 

30 (peak direction 
only) 

N/A  Discontinued, to be replaced by SW 
Corridor 

93‐
Tigard/Sherwood 

25 (PM northbound) 
36 (AM southbound) 
38 (AM northbound, 
PM southbound) 

45  To be improved to 10 minutes peak, 
20 minutes off‐peak and extended to 
Barbur Transit Center when SW 
Corridor opens 

94‐Pacific 
Hwy/Sherwood 

10 (peak direction) 
45 (non‐peak 
direction) 

45 (no weekend 
service) 

Discontinued, to be replaced by SW 
Corridor and additional Line 93 
service 

94‐Tigard/Basalt 
Creek 

N/A  N/A  New line between Tigard TC and 
Coffee Creek via OR 99W, 124th, 
Basalt Creek, Grahams Ferry 

 
 
The SW Corridor Light Rail Transit (LRT) project extends light rail from Portland to the Tigard Triangle, 
Tigard and Bridgeport Village in Tualatin. Enhanced bus service on 99W between Sherwood, Tualatin 
and Tigard would support access to the SW Corridor LRT.  
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3. Consistency with Metro’s 2040 Plan and the land use implications of the project 
 
Highway 99W is identified 
as a “Corridor” on the 
2040 Growth Concept 
Map. The Highway 99W 
corridor serves three 
town centers: King City, 
Sherwood and Tigard. 
Town centers are 
intended to provide 
distinctive public spaces 
and commercial nodes in 
an environment that 
encourages walking, 
biking and transit. This 
project will consider the 
land use context along 
the corridor and identify 
potential for updating 
zoning and development 
codes to support the 
corridor vision.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4. List of Task Force and Metro Council outcomes that planning process will focus on delivering 
 
The Metro Council and Regional Transportation Funding Task Force has identified the following Key 
Investment Measure Outcomes 
 
Improves Safety – Highway 99W was identified in the 2018 RTP as a High‐Injury Corridor by Metro. The 
Highway 99W Corridor Plan will review crash reduction factors and develop an actionable list of safety 
enhancements intended to improve the safety of the Highway 99W corridor and provide multimodal 
travel options. The improvements list will prioritize and address safety and mobility needs for all modes 
and work towards the region’s transportation safety aspirations. 
 
Prioritizes Investments that Support Communities of Color – As of the 2010 census, 17% of the 
residents of the census blocks within a half‐mile of Highway 99W self‐identified as non‐white. The 
outcomes of this work will include equitable transportation investment strategies for communities of 
color. The envisioned transit corridor enhancement improvements will provide opportunities for all 
residents by connecting to the SW Corridor LRT project and key regional destinations. These transit 
connections will provide opportunities for lower‐wage earners to access a range of employment 
throughout the region. Highway 99W is a gateway into the Metro area for Yamhill County and areas 

Figure 3: 99W in Metro's 2040 Growth Concept
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west, where housing is less expensive than in the Metro area. The resulting transit corridor will increase 
the equitable benefits of the transportation system region wide. This project will build on the SW 
Corridor Equitable Development work.  
 
Makes it Easier to Get Around – The Highway 99W corridor is well suited to evolve into a transit‐ 
supportive multimodal corridor. The roadway currently experiences considerable congestion during 
significant portions of the day, including weekends. Managing Highway 99W corridor traffic, investing in 
safety improvements and enhancing the multimodal transit‐supportive attributes of the corridor will 
make the corridor an easier, safer and more reliable place to get around/travel through. Providing a 
complete multimodal network is an important step in enhancing the mobility of the communities along 
the corridor.   
 
Supports Resiliency – Highway 99W serves as one of the major connections between the region and the 
Willamette Valley and Oregon Coast. It provides redundancy for I‐5. Opportunities to improve the 
resiliency of the corridor and to support network redundancy will be identified. ODOT identified 
Highway 99W as a Tier 1 lifeline route, which means it is considered a route that will play a critical role 
in emergency response and evacuation after a seismic event.  
 
Supports Clean Air, Clean Water and Healthy Ecosystems – As the multimodal elements of the corridor 
plan are implemented, there will be safe opportunities for travel choices that reduce transportation‐
related impacts to air quality and limit greenhouse gases. Additionally, opportunities for access to 
nature abound throughout the Highway 99W corridor. Red Rock Creek, Fanno Creek, the Tualatin River 
Greenway and the Tualatin River National Wildlife Refuge all offer access to premier natural 
environments within the urban context of the corridor. As transportation investments are made based 
on the resulting plan, the improvements will address existing water quality and mitigate any new 
impacts.  
 
Supports Economic Growth – As of 2017, there were about 20,500 jobs within a half‐mile of the 
Highway 99W corridor. These jobs tend to have lower‐than‐average wages than elsewhere in 
Washington County (about two‐thirds of the current annual income of employees in Washington 
County). Metro’s housing database identifies 17,200 housing units within a half‐mile of Highway 99W, of 
these, 53% are apartments or condos. The buildable lands inventory identified the potential for an 
additional 4,000‐plus housing units within the Highway 99W corridor. The Highway 99W Corridor Plan 
will identify a set of solutions to support and facilitate redevelopment, while preserving affordable 
housing for those who live and work in the corridor.  The corridor serves growing communities both 
within the Metro region and in the rest of the Willamette Valley. Highway 99W provides an important 
connection to the growing employment areas in the south County area.  
 
Leverages Regional and Local Investments – The Highway 99W Corridor Plan will enhance and extend 
the regional investment in the SW Corridor LRT project. The LRT project will connect with the Highway 
99W corridor in the Tigard Triangle and at the Tigard town center. The Highway 99W Corridor Plan will 
leverage the LRT investment to develop the rest of 99W as a transit‐supportive corridor. This corridor 
also includes the Tualatin River and the future Ice Age Tonquin Trail, which are included in Metro’s 2019 
Parks and Nature Bond measure as target area investments.  
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5. Time for the project, including key milestones from planning to public engagement to construction, 
with start/end dates 
 
The Highway 99W Corridor Plan is envisioned as a multifaceted interdisciplinary effort, involving both 
technical analysis and community engagement. Part of the effort includes identifying and empowering 
champions to facilitate the process. This project is multiphased and will likely evolve as it progresses. A 
general outline of project phases is identified below. ODOT is currently working on a scoping effort that 
will inform this work. The project timeframe is estimated between two and three years for the first 
three phases of work. Plan implementation will be dependent on policy guidance from elected officials 
and available funding.  
 
Phase 1 – Project Formation, Existing Conditions Analysis and Preliminary Infrastructure Assessment 
The first phase will establish the structure of the study, develop an equity‐informed public engagement 
plan, consolidate existing plan documents and conduct technical analysis to support definition of the 
purpose and need statement. This phase will also include inventorying the existing corridor 
infrastructure.  
 
Phase 2 – Corridor Vision and Purpose and Need Statement 
This phase of the project will result in a corridor vision statement, developed through community 
engagement and in coordination with the jurisdictions along the corridor. Scenario‐planning tools will 
inform the corridor visioning process and will incorporate results from prior plans for infrastructure 
improvement and service‐enhancement concepts. The project will also develop corridor land use and 
local transportation system concepts to support the corridor vision. This phase will include analysis of 
tradeoffs and evaluation of potential funding strategies.  
 
Phase 3 – Identify and Prioritize Opportunities and Develop Plan 
This phase will use evaluation criteria identified through the visioning process and public outreach to 
prioritize identified policies, projects and transit service, and to develop final plan documents. The plan 
will include a proposed prioritized list of improvements and an implementation strategy. Community 
members will be involved in defining the final plan.   
 
Phase 4 – Plan Implementation and Monitoring 
Elements of the corridor plan will be adopted into local Comprehensive Plans, the Regional 
Transportation Plan and other relevant documents. Project partners will seek funding for infrastructure 
construction to achieve the corridor vision.  
 
6. Identification of any previous planning processes in the area, as well as any public engagement that 
has occurred or is planned. 
 
This project will leverage a number of jurisdiction‐based planning projects that have been completed 
along the Highway 99W corridor and surrounding areas. Over 30 planning projects have considered 
portions of this corridor and can be synthesized to inform comprehensive plans for the entire 10‐mile 
corridor. These planning efforts have engaged the respective communities in a variety of ways. 
Additionally, there are currently programmed capital projects along the corridor that will be captured in 
the project materials.  
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October 29, 2019 
 
Get Moving 2020 Task Force and  
Metro Council 
600 NE Grand Ave 
Portland, OR  
 
RE: 99W Corridor Planning 
 
Dear Get Moving 2020 Task Force and Metro Council: 
 
On behalf of the City of Sherwood, I am pleased to submit this letter of support 
for the inclusion of Highway 99W for corridor planning in the regional funding 
measure. Highway 99W connects our city to the Portland Metro area and to the 
greater Willamette Valley. It is a critical regional facility, which, like many other 
state highways, is not suited for today’s traffic congestion and multi-modal 
needs. Corridor planning for Highway 99W will promote economic development, 
community livability and address safety issues for pedestrians and bicyclists 
attempting to travel within the community.   
 
Currently the highway is a distinct divide separating our community.  
Pedestrians, bicyclists and even vehicles struggle to cross the highway, resulting 
in community that is not cohesive.  While some of the needs along Highway 99W 
have been identified through other projects, the corridor lacks a unified vision 
for future investments and growth. The City of believes that creating a unified 
vision in partnership with the other cities along the corridor, Washington 
County, ODOT, TriMet, and the community is critical to the success of Highway 
99W. The outcomes of this corridor plan will include a corridor vision, extensive 
outreach targeted to communities of concern, an inventory of needs and 
opportunities, project cost estimates and prioritization, and identification of 
funding sources to construct prioritized projects.  
 
We are encouraged that Metro Council and the Task Force have identified so 
many important projects as a part of the preparation for a regional funding 
measure in 2020. The Highway 99W corridor planning effort will meet the target 
outcomes identified by Metro Council, specifically the improved safety, 
investments that support communities of color, and supporting economic 
development. Highway 99W is a critical transportation facility for our region. 



 

  
  
  
 

Planning for 99W will inform a future regional pipeline of projects that are cost-
estimated and ready for construction as funding becomes available. We are fully 
prepared to collaborate with our partner jurisdictions on this important project and we 
ask you to include Highway 99W in the regional funding measure. 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
Keith Mays 
Mayor 
 
Cc: Joseph Gall, City Manager 
Julia Hajduk, Community Development Director 



 

 

  
October 30, 2019  
   
   
   
2020 Task Force and Metro Council 
Attn: Chris Deffebach 
Christina_Deffebach@co.washington.or.us  
Washington County   
Hillsboro, OR 97123  
 
Re:      Recommendation for OR 99W  
 
Honorable Task Force and Esteemed members of the Metro Council, 
  
On behalf of the City of Tigard, I am pleased to submit this letter of support for the inclusion of Highway 
99W for corridor planning in the forthcoming regional funding measure. 
 
Highway 99W is a critical regional facility, which, like many other state highways, is not suited for today’s 
traffic congestion and multi-modal needs. Through a coordinated effort with our coalition partners of 
Washington County, King City, the City of Tualatin, the City of Sherwood, and ODOT, corridor planning 
for Highway 99W will support our vision for a more walkable and transit-oriented and supported 
community.  
 
Tigard is simultaneously served and divided by this historic state highway as it travels over four miles 
through the heart of our community. Largely limited to automobile travel, Highway 99W provides regional 
mobility to the Portland Metro area and to the greater Willamette Valley while also providing local access 
for residents and businesses along the corridor. Although it serves a critical transportation function, it 
should come as no surprise that the corridor fails to provide a level of service (through facility design and 
surrounding land uses) required to support desired transit, walking, and cycling modes of travel. 
 
While some of the needs along Highway 99W have been identified through other projects, the corridor lacks 
a unified vision for future investments and growth. The City of Tigard believes that creating a unified vision 
in partnership with the other cities along the corridor, Washington County, ODOT, TriMet, and the 
community is critical to the success of Highway 99W. The outcomes of this corridor plan will include a 
corridor vision, extensive outreach targeted to communities of concern, an inventory of needs and 
opportunities, project cost estimates and prioritization, and identification of funding sources to construct 
prioritized projects.  
 
We are encouraged that Metro Council and the Task Force have identified so many important projects as a 
part of the preparation for a regional funding measure in 2020. The Highway 99W corridor planning effort 
will meet the target outcomes identified by Metro Council, specifically the improved safety, investments that 
support communities of color, and supporting economic development.  
 



Highway 99W is a critical transportation facility for our region. Planning for 99W will inform a future 
regional pipeline of projects that are cost-estimated and ready for construction as funding becomes 
available.  
 
We ask you to include Highway 99W in the regional funding measure.  
 
Respectfully submitted,  
   
 
 
Jason B. Snider, Mayor 
City of Tigard, OR 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



October 30, 2019 

Metro 
600 NE Grand Avenue 
Portland, Oregon 97232 

Dear 2020 Task Force and Metro Council, 

On behalf of the City of Tualatin, I am pleased to submit this letter of support for the 
inclusion of Highway 99W for corridor planning in the regional funding measure. 
Highway 99W connects our city to the Portland Metro area and to the greater Willamette 
Valley. It is a critical regional facility, which, like many other state highways, is not suited 
for today’s traffic congestion and multi-modal needs. Corridor planning for Highway 99W 
will support our community’s vision for a safe and accessible transportation system, 
improving options for first and last mile connections, and leveraging investments in the 
Southwest Corridor Plan.  

While some of the needs along Highway 99W were identified through other projects, 
the corridor lacks a unified vision for future investments and growth. The City of 
Tualatin believes that creating a unified vision in partnership with the other cities 
along the corridor, Washington County, ODOT, TriMet, and the community is critical 
to the success of Highway 99W. The outcomes of this corridor plan will include a 
corridor vision, extensive outreach targeted to communities of concern, an inventory 
of needs and opportunities, project cost estimates and prioritization, and identification 
of funding sources to construct prioritized projects.  

We are encouraged that Metro Council and the Task Force have identified so many 
important projects as a part of the preparation for a regional funding measure in 2020. 
The Highway 99W corridor planning effort will meet the target outcomes identified by 
Metro Council, specifically the improved safety, investments that support communities 
of color, and supporting economic development. Highway 99W is a critical 
transportation facility for our region. Planning for 99W will inform a future regional 
pipeline of projects that are cost-estimated and ready for construction as funding 
becomes available. We ask you to include Highway 99W in the regional funding 
measure.  

Sincerely, 

Frank Bubenik, Mayor 
City of Tualatin 





 

 
MEMORANDUM 

 
 

To:    Margi Bradway, Deputy Director of Planning, Metro  
Andy Shaw, Director of Government Affairs. Metro 

     
From:    Brad Choi, Transportation Planner 
    Gregg Snyder, Transportation Planning Supervisor 
      
Date:    March 11, 2020  
   
Subject:  Metro Transportation Funding Task Force: Tier 2 Questions  

Sunset Highway Corridor Study – City of Hillsboro 
 
_____________________________________________________________________________   
 

1. What’s the commitment of the state, or other funds that are being leveraged to support this 

planning process? 

 
The $1.3 million in requested Metro funds will be matched with an additional $1.2 million of 
committed funds that are being leveraged to support this study. This amount includes 
approximately $1 million from the Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT) with support 
from the Governor’s office, and $100,000 each from Washington County and the City of 
Hillsboro. 
 

2. The proposal covers a wide geographic area. Who are the partners that you anticipate 

working with you on this study? 

 

We don’t anticipate the study to start until 2022, so many details about the study have not been 

worked out.  Despite this, we expect the study to be a collaborative process that takes in a wide 

variety of viewpoints from community leaders, transportation experts, elected officials and the 

community at large.  As such, we welcome all partners who are concerned about the future of 

the US 26 corridor.  If our request for $1.3 million dollars in study funding is successful, Metro 

will become the newest committed funding partner in the study. 

 

In addition to the three committed funding partners — Oregon Department of Transportation 

(ODOT), Washington County, and the City of Hillsboro — we would expect cities (Portland, 

Beaverton, Cornelius, Forest Grove, etc.), counties (Multnomah County and Columbia County), 

TriMet, the Port of Portland, community groups, business groups, and neighborhood groups 

surrounding the corridor to be involved.  

 

3. Have you looked at focusing specifically on transit investments in the corridor? 
 
City staff have evaluated more than a dozen potential transit service alternatives in the US 26 
corridor over the last year. The leading transit service alternative is a limited stop, high‐speed 
express bus route connecting Forest Grove to downtown Portland with stops in downtown 



Cornelius, downtown Hillsboro, the North Hillsboro Industrial Area, the Amberglen Regional 
Center, Tanasbourne and the Sunset Transit Center.  

 
City staff have also been exploring complimentary transit elements very similar to the Enhanced 
Transit Corridor (ETC) projects included in many of the Tier 1 corridors. Priority freeway on‐ramp 
treatments and buses driving on the shoulders of US 26 have the ability to increase the number 
of daily rides by more than 20%.  Staff have investigated a complimentary park and ride 
component to the express bus service which shows a consistent demand for more than 1,800 
park and ride spaces in the corridor.  

 
4. Does this study include examining bicycle mobility and safety? 

 
We expect the study will examine bicycling and walking alternatives to provide a safe network 
for users along the US 26 corridor.  Currently there is a separated bicycle pathway along 
portions of Sunset Highway through Sylvan Hill, which ends at approximately Highway 217. This 
study is an opportunity to evaluate alternatives to develop additional low‐stress, separated, and 
connected bicycle and pedestrian facilities similar to this bike path to serve users along the 
Sunset Highway Corridor. 

 
5. How could this investment leverage other regional and local investments?  (Consider 

transportation as well as housing, parks and nature, and other priorities). 
 
As mentioned before, the requested $1.3 million in planning funds is leveraged by the addition 
of $1 million from the Oregon Department of Transportation, $100,000 from Washington 
County, and $100,000 from the City of Hillsboro. 

 
The goal of the corridor study is to identify a series of transportation investments that, over 
time, will help achieve the Task Force values, such as improving safety, making it easier to get 
around, supporting resiliency, decreasing greenhouse gas emissions, and supporting economic 
growth. Today, there is not a regional consensus about how to improve mobility in the US 26 
corridor. Hopefully, this planning process will lead to such a consensus and a joint plan for 
action. 

 
6. If you aren’t able to get the full requested amount, are there phasing opportunities? 

 
No, not really. The $1.3 million requested could be contributed over the course of 2 – 3 years, 
but other phasing opportunities are limited since the corridor study will last for a relatively short 
period of time. 

 
7. Will this study include consideration of a potential new road connection across Forest Park? 

 
Due to federal and state regulations, we do not believe a new surface road can be constructed 
across Forest Park and as such City staff are not contemplating adding one as a potential 
transportation solution.  A new surface road across Forest Park is not listed as a potential 
solution to be studied in Chapter 8 (Section 8.2.4.6) of the currently adopted Metro 2018 
Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) and we have not had any public requests to add a new 
surface road across Forest Park to the study.   
 



We do note that Chapter 8 (Section 8.2.4.6) of the currently adopted Metro 2018 Regional 
Transportation Plan (RTP) includes a discussion of 16 potential transportation solutions that 
should be studied ranging from small traffic operations fixes to large infrastructure solutions.  
One of the largest and probably most expensive potential solution listed is “a new multimodal 
tunnel under Forest Park connecting to US 30 and the North Willamette Freight Bridge.”   
 
The concept of a tunnel under the West Hills is not new. Today, there are five tunnels under the 
West Hills—twin tunnels for vehicles, twin tunnels for light rail, and one for freight rail.  The twin 
tunnels under Washington Park and the Oregon Zoo serve the MAX Blue and Red Line. These 
twin MAX tunnels began operations over 20 years ago and are now an integral part of the 
region’s transportation system, providing mobility to and from Washington County and direct 
access to destinations in Washington Park, while having no impact to the surface operations of 
the park above.  

 
8. Would the proposer be open to explicitly putting a parameter on the study to exclude 

roads/road expansion through Forest Park even if they examine impacts of various Highway 
26 options on side roads such as Cornelius Pass?  If not, why? 
 
Since we don’t believe that a new surface road can be constructed across Forest Park we concur 
that it is not a realistic transportation solution to the problems in the US 26 corridor.   
 
However, Forest Park already contains two major roadways, NW Germantown Road and NW 
Cornell Road, that combined carry tens of thousands of trips that are diverting from US 26 every 
day due to congestion. These roadways are substandard with no bicycle lanes, no parallel 
pedestrian paths, no lighting, no crosswalks, insufficient parking at park trailheads and steep, 
winding grades. At this point we have difficultly prematurely discarding what might be 
important infrastructure and safety upgrades to these facilities, especially since these types of 
improvements have been requested for years by residents who live in the immediate 
surrounding area. 
 
Hillsboro is only one of the committed funding partners in this study but when the study starts 
in 2022 we will be happy to relay the Task Force’s thoughts, ideas, visions and values to the 
larger study team and the community at large. 
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Get Moving! Proposal for a Planning Project  
Executive Summary:  Sunset Highway Corridor Study 
 
Request 
This proposal seeks to secure $1.3 million in 
funding to augment a pending corridor study 
on US 26 (the Sunset Highway) from the 
Brookwood Parkway interchange in Hillsboro 
to the I-405 interchange in Portland.   
 
History 
Recognizing the regional and statewide 
significance of the US 26 corridor, on 
September 18, 2019 Governor Kate Brown, 
with support from Portland Mayor Ted 
Wheeler, issued a directive to the Oregon 
Department of Transportation to complete a 
Transportation Systems Improvements Study 
on the US26 corridor.  Washington County 
and the City of Hillsboro have committed an 
additional $100,000 each in local funds plus staff time.  The City of Hillsboro is submitting this planning 
study application as the lead project sponsor; however any funding authorized is intended to amplify 
existing funding already committed by the Oregon Department of Transportation, Washington County 
and the City of Hillsboro 
 
Scope 
The Sunset Highway (US 26) is a major mobility corridor for the region and the state.  The study will look 
at a variety of alternatives to improve freight mobility and increase multimodal options for commuters 
between North Hillsboro and Portland.  The first steps towards improved mobility in the corridor is to 
launch a planning process to identify existing deficiencies, evaluate potential multimodal improvements 
and to assess the viability of potential projects to address system constraints. 
 
There has been many prior public outreach efforts in the US 26 corridor.  Electronics manufacturers and 
freight shippers were interviewed in the 2013 Westside Freight Access and Logistics Analysis study to 
document mobility challenges.  The 2017 Washington County Transportation Futures Study included 
5,319 public comments plus a statistically valid opinion poll.  The top priorities reported in both these 
studies was improving the corridor’s multimodal transportation system.   
 
Values 
This proposal advances key Task Force values including prioritizing investments for communities of 
color, supporting economic growth, improving corridor safety, supporting healthy ecosystems and 
leveraging funds already committed.  The additional requested funds will deliver a more thorough public 
outreach effort, evaluate travel options that can connect communities of color to family wage jobs, 
explore new ways to measure how transportation investments can reduce greenhouse gas emissions 
and leverage funds already committed. 
 
There are no easy solutions in the US26 corridor.  However, by working together, we can plan to 
strengthen the mobility of all residents who travel to and from Washington County. 

Sunset Highway 
Corridor Study Area 

as Defined in Chapter 
8 of the RTP 
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Metro Transportation Funding Task Force: Tier 2 Questions 
Hwy 43 – City of West Linn 
Submitted 3/9/2020 

What are the risks associated with this project? (Specifically as it relates to design and innovative 
concepts)  

The City has worked with ODOT to minimize risk in design and the innovative concepts associated with 
the project. The Highway 43 corridor is highlighted in the new ODOT Blueprint for Urban Design Manual 
which fully accommodates the design approach. Surveying and detailed engineering plan design is 
already complete. Geotechnical design is underway and the project has broad community support 
further reducing any risks associated with the proposed project. 

What is the length of the project area?  

The project area includes the entire corridor of Highway 43 within the City of West Linn limits totaling 
approximately 3 miles. This estimate does not include intersections at Hidden Springs Rd, Cedaroak 
Drive, or Marylhurst Drive which have already been funded for improvements with construction of those 
sections scheduled to begin in 2021. 

Can you share how this will impact historically marginalized communities?  

The primary underrepresented populations directly adjacent to the project area are seniors and youth 
who are considered transportation disadvantaged. The areas surrounding Highway 43 within the project 
area have an above average percentage of seniors per the Regional Equity Atlas. West Linn’s highest 
percentage of disabled population is within the project area with an estimated 26-30% of the population 
categorized as such per the City’s Transportation System Plan (TSP). West Linn’s highest minority 
population area is within the project area. This specific corridor provides a direct transit connection with 
the Oregon City Transit Center which serves historically underrepresented populations and provides 
links to Lake Oswego and downtown Portland. Nearly 40% of West Linn residents receiving City low-
income utility assistance are located within the project area.  

What are the partnership opportunities?  

The project partnership opportunities include the City of West Linn, TriMet, Oregon Department of 
Transportation, and the City of Lake Oswego. This project is on a State owned highway and builds upon 
an existing intergovernmental agreement between the City of West Linn and ODOT. TriMet is a 
significant stakeholder as this project enhances transit opportunities and TriMet has been significantly 
involved in the development and/or adoption of transportation and concept plans for the corridor. The 
City of Lake Oswego is a partner as it is planning a multimodal transportation study of the OR-43 
corridor within its city limits which will have a direct connection with this project.  

If there are opportunities to complete this project at a lower cost, what do you think those costs might 
be?  

If it is assumed that the City of West Linn will work with ODOT under current IGA’s for the corridor and 
that future funds are not federalized, the project costs can be reduced. Previously submitted cost 
estimates are based on ODOT management and federal requirements. If the City of West Linn is 
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identified as the lead agency we estimate the cost of the project to be significantly reduced from the 
original cost estimate submitted to Metro.  The City is currently working with Metro staff/consultants to 
provide an updated cost estimate that matches the format of the Tier 1 projects for improved accuracy. 
Furthermore, City staff could be used for final design and construction administration with this expense 
absorbed locally by the City and not charged to the regional funds or project.  If funded, the City would 
be committed to exploring further value engineering options within the final design process. 

How have you or do you plan on engaging with impacted or potentially impacted communities? 

The proposed project utilizes vetted concepts within the City’s Transportation System Plan and the City’s 
OR-43 Concept Plans which have had ongoing public involvement opportunities since the City’s first OR-
43 Concept was developed in 2008. Public Involvement opportunities provided include virtual open 
houses, in-person neighborhood meetings, bilingual mailers to low-income and project area residents, 
social media updates, as well as City newsletters/email and website updates. The City updated its TSP 
and OR-43 Concept Plans most recently in 2016 at which point significant outreach and stakeholder 
engagement was included during development and adoption of both plans. Most recently, voters 
approved a General Obligation Bond and initial design of the OR-43 multimodal project was included in 
the ballot measure which received overwhelming citizen support. The City is committed to continuous 
outreach to the impacted residents and businesses should it receive funding.  

How could the project connect with a potential future Willamette River Crossing and/or other county 
bike/walk connections?  

The planned corridor improvements along with current infrastructure provides multimodal access 
through Lake Oswego and West Linn creating viable options to connect to any future river crossings.  
The planned improvements also connect to the existing Arch Bridge crossing to Oregon City and will 
connect to Willamette Falls Drive which is intended to be a region multimodal corridor paralleling I-205. 
The planned improvements will also provide a direct connection to the Willamette Falls Legacy Project, 
the Gladstone Trolley Trail, and the 82nd/I-205 Trail connections to Portland. This project supports the 
regional area backbone of multimodal transportation on the west side of the Willamette River.  

How could this investment leverage other regional or local investments? (Consider transportation as well 
as housing, parks and nature, and other priorities.)  

The planned improvements connect to Metro’s regional investment in the Willamette Falls Legacy 
Project. It provides connectivity to Mary S. Young State Park and builds upon existing regional 
investments through Metro’s RFFA and the ODOT Enhance Funds. The City of West Linn has already 
allocated nearly two million in local funds to the corridor and requires all local developers to provide 
adjacent street improvements as redevelopment occurs. The West Linn City Council has prioritized 
review of zoning along the project corridor in order to enhance opportunities to increase capacity for 
commercial development and compatible residential development in order to further maximize local 
contributions.  

If you aren’t able to get the full amount, are there phasing opportunities?   

Yes, the project can be split into multiple sections or phased depending on funding.  

 





Tier 2 Project: OR-43 Multimodal Improvement Project 
Hidden Springs Road to I-205 

 
1. Description of Project, including purpose and need, location, scope 

Need and Purpose: 

Highway 43 is a major regional corridor connecting Clackamas County to Portland with over 21,000 
vehicle trips daily.  The corridor is a significant route for connecting regional transit riders to the Oregon 
City and Lake Oswego transit centers.   
  
Decades without improvements have taken a toll on this corridor resulting in dangerous conditions for 
vehicles and unsafe pedestrian and bicycle routes. Investment in this corridor is sorely needed.  The 
proposed improvements to substandard intersections, coordinated with multimodal improvements will 
significantly reduce existing congestion, provide access to safe alternate modes of transportation and 
will reduce vehicle emissions.  
 
The existing conditions of the corridor include only intermittent or substandard sidewalks and bike 
facilities, inadequate pedestrian crossings, missing left turn bays, and a general lack of urban quality 
streetscape features.  Transit stops exist within the corridor but are often isolated and disconnected 
from the surrounding neighborhoods by a lack of sidewalks. 
 
The need for the proposed improvements were identified and have been prioritized for many years.  In 
2008, a City of West Linn planning process re-envisioned Oregon Highway 43 as a multimodal corridor 
that would adequately accommodate bicycles, pedestrians, and vehicles. The West Linn OR43 
Conceptual Design Plan (2016 Plan) presents a vision for the OR43 Corridor that represents the goals of 
the community and is reflective of the public input and desires that was ultimately adopted by the City 
Council as an amendment to the 2016 City of West Linn Transportation System Plan.   
 
The purpose of this project is to implement the 2016 Plan’s proposed connectivity and user safety 
improvements in this section of the OR43 corridor.  This includes improving bike and pedestrian facilities 
as well as overall safety within the Project area in West Linn by infilling key missing sidewalk sections 
and improving pedestrian connectivity between residential, commercial, park, and transit areas.   
 
Location: 
 
The proposed project includes the section of the OR43 corridor from the Hidden Springs Road 
intersection south to the I-205 interchange within the City of West Linn.   
 

 



 
 
 

 
 
Project Scope: 
 

Specifically, the project: 
- Infills key missing sidewalk sections between residential, commercial, park, and transit 

areas. 
- Adds ADA accessibility 
- Adds improved transit stops 
- Improves intersection lighting 
- Provides new cycle tracks (grade-separated from the roadway) 
- Redesigns intersections for improved flow and safety 
- Provides access restrictions and enhanced turn lanes to optimize flow on Highway 43 
- Provides improved intersections include better side street alignments and perpendicular 

approaches 
- Provides four protected-signalized intersections  

The result will be a continuation of uninterrupted grade-separated protected bicycle paths and 
sidewalks with a consistent three-lane vehicle cross section for the corridor.  The proposed bicycle and 
pedestrian facilities align with the City’s vision of improving safety and accessibility for these users by 
separating bike and pedestrian traffic from vehicular traffic on roadways with speeds greater than 25 
MPH.  Protected intersections will incorporate raised corner bike refuge islands, multiuse marked 
crossings, and other bicyclist and pedestrian safeguards to further improve user safety and reduce 
potential conflicts. 

2. Metro T2020 Desired Outcomes 
 

The following describes the desired outcomes identified by the T2020 Task force and Metro Council and 
a quantitative analysis of the benefits the project provided for each outcome when possible. 



 
ü Improves Safety 

Safe travel for bicycle users and pedestrians is a key focus for this project.  Primary features to 
improve safety include: 

- Separated cycle tracks and sidewalks proposed to reduce crashes by providing more 
separation from vehicles. 

- Consistent three-lane section will provide refuge for turning vehicles and islands for 
pedestrian crossings. 

- These improvements will remove conflicts and will make significant progress toward 
improving safety and reducing crashes for all modes of transportation. 
 

ü Supports Clean Air, Clean Water, and Healthy Ecosystems 
The proposed improvements are focused on increasing multi-modal accessibility and therefore 
have a high potential to support clean air, clean water and healthy ecosystems.  (This was also 
described during the June 19 Taskforce meeting where OR43 was shown as one of the corridors 
with excellent potential to reduce emissions.) 

- The addition of safe bicycle and pedestrian facilities will encourage use of these 
modes in lieu of vehicles and will likely result in a decrease in vehicle miles traveled 
and associated greenhouse gas emissions. 

- Improvements will also require upgrades to existing culvert and stream crossings.  
The culverts will be improved to provide needed capacity during flood events and 
will remove barriers to re-establish fish passage where possible. 

- Providing enhanced transit services with dedicated bus pullouts and shelters may 
also result in increased ridership, thereby promoting further reduction in 
greenhouse gas emissions. 

- This project will also increase quality of life by supporting healthy lifestyles through 
active transportation by encouraging walking and biking instead of driving. 
 

ü Supports Resiliency  
This project supports resiliency through: 

- A full evaluation of current topographically challenging areas, such as over 
steepened slopes. 

- Construction of engineered walls and retained slopes to strengthen the corridor in 
vulnerable areas. 

- Mode options will provide access to all users in case of natural disaster. 
 

ü Makes It Easier to Get Around  
Several operational improvements will be made to improve accessibility.   
Key features include: 

- Improving roadway reliability and average commute times by reducing pinch points.  
This includes a consistent center turn lane for left turn movements that would 
otherwise block through traffic, new signalized intersections optimized for traffic 
flow, and consideration for additional right turn lanes at intersections. 

- Increase in transit service, reliability, and speed through dedicated bus stop 
pullouts. 

- Convert the current dangerous road to a safe, efficient multi-modal corridor.  This 
will be accomplished by providing a consistent separated facility for bicycles and 
pedestrians. 



- Increase multi-modal access to living wage jobs, schools, social services and open 
spaces throughout the OR43 corridor and to West Linn in general. 

- Provide an ADA-compliant corridor usable by people of all abilities in a historically 
constrained environment with steep slopes.   
 

ü Supports Economic Growth and system connectivity 
This project will support economic growth by:   

- Incent development by providing a built out public right-of-way reducing or 
eliminating frontage improvements that would otherwise be required. 

- This project along with the anticipated successive commercial redevelopment would 
support long-term job growth for both construction and sustained services to users 
of the corridor. 

ü Is regional in nature 
The benefit of the Hwy 43 project is regional in nature. This project converts a heavily used state 
highway into a safe multimodal corridor that is heavily utilized for commuting.  The corridor is a 
major connection from Clackamas County to Portland and a significant transit route connecting 
riders to the Oregon City and Lake Oswego Transit Centers.   
 

ü Leverages housing, open space investments 
Bike and pedestrian facilities have been shown to increase the value of homes and increase use 
of open space areas due to improved access.  Opportunities for investment in affordable 
housing in this area are possible with the passage of Metro’s Affordable Housing Bond.   
The proposed improvements will provide safe multi-modal access to Mary S. Young Park and 
Maddox Woods that both include investment by Metro’s Nature in Neighborhoods grant as well 
as local share dollars derived from Metro’s parks bond. 

 
ü Increases access, especially for people of color 

This project will provide improved access to transit as an equal service to all users.  According to 
the Regional Equity Atlas, the areas around Highway 43 have an above average percentage of 
senior residents.  Many of West Linn’s alter abled residents are within the project area as per 
the city’s TSP.   
The corridor also connects Metro Equity Areas including communities of color, English language 
learners and/or lower income communities.    
Creation of safe bicycle and pedestrian facilities will similarly serve all users and provide other 
means of transportation for all people.  Increasing safety and improving access to all modes of 
transportation could support further diversification of the corridor.   
 

3. Support from project partners: 

During the preparation of the draft 2016 Conceptual Design Plan, the project team conducted two 
meetings with key stakeholders.  This group included representatives from the City of West Linn 
Planning Department, City Council, Public Works, Police Department, and Transportation Advisory Board 
(TAB), along with the Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT), Tualatin Valley Fire and Rescue 
(TVF&R), Metro, TriMet, Clackamas County, the City of Oregon City, and the City of Lake Oswego.   

At the initial meeting (April 2014), the project team introduced the project and reviewed potential 
options for addressing the community desire for the incorporation of protected bicycle facilities, in 
addition to sidewalks, crossings, transit stop enhancements, traffic control upgrades, and streetscape 



improvements. At the second stakeholder meeting (June 2014) the project team proposed design 
options and requested stakeholder feedback on key components of the update. Because OR 43 is 
currently owned and maintained by ODOT, the project team sought to understand what types of designs 
would be acceptable to ODOT, what elements would require a design exception, and what elements 
would not be approved.   

The City and ODOT have separate project and maintenance IGAs in place for the project currently being 
designed directly north of this corridor, OR43: Arbor Drive – Hidden Springs Road.  That project is being 
designed and managed as an ODOT project while incorporating some of the unique design concepts 
developed by the City, including the separated cycle tracks and sidewalks and protected-signalized 
intersections.  These IGAs will be a roadmap to future similar agreements for the rest of the corridor.  
The ODOT project team is working with the City to incorporate the elements from the 2016 Plan while 
meeting ODOT design standards.  ODOT has already committed to the concepts in a concurrence letter 
from December 2, 2016.  ODOT is continuing their commitment in the corridor through a pending letter 
that will be provided to the Metro committee for this project.  TriMet was engaged during the initial 
planning efforts in the corridor and are supportive of the project.  Further coordination with TriMet and 
incorporation of their feedback is planned as part of the current 30% design effort to be concluded in 
January 2020. 
 
Letters of support will be requested from the City of Lake Oswego & Trimet.  ODOT’s letter of 
recommendation is included as part of this submittal. 
 

  



4. Estimated project costs 
 
The quantities and costs of the major components of the project have been estimated based on the on-
going preliminary design efforts, considered to be at a 20% level of completion.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The current cost estimate is based on recent ODOT bid tabs with an assumption of construction in 
approximately five years.  It also assumes work will be managed through the ODOT project delivery 
process.  The construction cost estimate is based on the current roadway model developed during the 
preliminary design. The primary cost elements include: 
 

• New concrete curbs and sidewalks on each side of OR43 
• New cycle tracks on each side of OR43 
• A vegetated buffer strip to provide separation between the travel lane and the cycle track 

where feasible 
• A full width grind and inlay of the existing pavement over the length of the corridor 
• Cut and fill retaining walls to accommodate the widening  
• New traffic signals at four intersections 
• Storm water quality treatment, drainage and sewers 
• Signing and striping 
• New guardrail 
• Contaminated soil removal 
• Three culvert replacements within the Gans Creek and Trillium Creek basins, including a new 

fish passage culvert at Trillium Creek 
• Temporary protection and direction of traffic 

 
 The overall estimate includes 40% contingency given the preliminary nature of designs to date.  
 
 The preliminary right-of-way cost estimate has also been developed for the project corresponding to 

the current needs of the most recent roadway model design.  It represents an approximation of the 
actual number of right-of-way files and area needed.  No displacements are currently anticipated.  

 
 The preliminary design is on-going and expected to be at a 30% level of completion in January 2020.  

Updated cost estimates can be provided at that time. 
 
5. Estimated project timeline 
 
 The project was part of the 2016 Conceptual Design Plan developed to establish the vision for the 

corridor within the City of West Linn.  Preliminary design of the Project began in May 2019 and is 

Current Cost Estimate 
Construction $45.5 M 
Design Engineering $8.3 M 
Construction Administration $6.3 M 
Right of Way $5.7 M 
Lake Oswego Study $300 K * 
Total $66.1 M 



currently at approximately 20% level of completion.  The design will be at a 30% level of completion 
in January 2020.  

 
After funding has been secured for the project, final design could begin as soon as a design team is 
selected and contracted to expand upon the preliminary design that is currently being developed to 
ODOT standards.  The project could be delivered as a single project, or split into phases.  Assuming it 
remains a single project, the project team anticipates contracting, final design and right-of-way 
acquisition would take approximately three years.  Once the right-of-way has been acquired, the 
project will likely be constructed over two construction seasons.  

 
The City is preparing and advancing this project to 30% design so that when funding is made 
available, this Project will be set-up to proceed through final design and construction in a short 
amount of time.  Therefore, we anticipate this project being one of the first ones funded by the 
T2020 program to be constructed. 

 
6. Identification of major risks of the project 
 
 The on-going ODOT project being designed directly to the north of this project has already been 

advanced to the point of being able to identify major risks and their potential costs, along with 
opportunities to mitigate them.  We anticipate the risks being much the same for both projects.  The 
30% design of this project will follow the similar path and build upon the work completed on the 
adjacent project, streamlining the process and capitalizing on the previous work.  Most of the risks 
identified are related to the design elements.  A significant advantage of this project compared to 
others being considered for T2020 funding is that no political risks are apparent and this project has 
strong public support.   

 
 The following are risks identified as part of the ODOT project that are anticipated to also be of 

concern for this project.  Included next to each risk is a description and a plan to manage the risks. 
 

a. OR43 North within Lake Oswego: If this project moves forward, additional 
improvements would be needed within Lake Oswego to provide a full connection to 
downtown Portland.  To manage this risk of follow-on needs, the current request 
includes a study that would be managed by the City of Lake Oswego to determine needs 
for completing similar infrastructure improvements within their limits. 

b. Roadway Elements:  
i. Implementing a project with a unique sidewalk and cycle track concept new for 

ODOT Region 1 – This is being mitigated though development of agreed upon 
standards as part of the current ODOT project. 

ii. Multiple design exceptions likely required by ODOT – Again, this is being 
mitigated though development of designs on the current ODOT project which 
should serve as a precedent for future design exceptions. 

1. ODOT agreed in writing to the necessary cross-section design 
exceptions as part of the 2016 plan adoption. 

iii. As significant amount of retaining walls will be required to complete the 
improvements and minimize impacts.  These walls come with a high degree of 
cost risk – This is being mitigated through the current 30% design efforts which 



have already determined the approximate number and scale of walls required 
which are reflected in the current cost estimate. 

iv. Driveway grades will be potentially steep to reconnect to OR43 – This will be 
managed through the current 3D modeling being completed as part of the 30% 
design effort.  Solutions are currently being developed. 

v. The designs call for a new style of protected-signalized intersections – Details of 
this design are currently be vetted through the ODOT project which will have at 
least one of these types of intersections. 

vi. Side slopes will be relatively steep to reconnect after widening work – In cases 
where slopes are too steep, additional walls will be used.  For now mostly walls 
are assumed. 

vii. Deteriorating existing pavement condition – A full roadway overlay is assumed 
as part of the cost estimate. 

c. Right-of-way: A significant number of parcels will be affected by the widening work and 
most parcels will be touched in some way.  The current 30% design effort is particularly 
focused on better defining these impacts and efforts have already determined that full 
takes can and will be avoided with one possible exception.  The anticipated cost has 
already been included in the cost estimate. 

d. Environmental: Potentially triggering fish passage with the culvert crossings at Trillium 
Creek.  The Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife needs to provide more clarity for 
final design.  Additional culvert crossings could also trigger fish passage requirements, 
adding permitting and construction costs to the project.  These risks are managed by the 
assumption in the estimated costs for these culverts to be replaced to current 
standards.  Hazardous materials management is also a risk due to the likely presence of 
contaminated soil on the shoulders of the highway.  A cost factor for this has been 
included in the current cost estimate. 

e. Utility Impacts: Sections of corridor that do not have a landscape buffer strip and may 
not have appropriate R/W behind the back of walk to fit utility poles could increase the 
amount of impacts and costs.  There are several locations that may require redesign, 
design exceptions for narrow sidewalks, or additional R/W acquisition to accommodate 
new utility poles.  These constrained locations have already been identified with plans 
to acquire additional right-of-way as needed.  It has also been confirmed that full 
property takes can and will be avoided to manage this risk. 

f. Drainage Facility Needs: The widening will require new stormwater facilities and trigger 
stormwater treatment and possibly detention.  Anticipated costs have largely been 
captured in the cost estimate.  A capacity and condition assessment of the existing 
stormwater infrastructure will eventually need to be completed to confirm costs. If the 
existing infrastructure is undersized or in poor condition, costs may increase.  However, 
the scale of this cost increase can likely be absorbed by the contingency applied at this 
early stage of design.  

 
7. How the project ties in with Metro’s 2040 Plan and the land use implications 

of the project 
 
 West Linn is identified as a focal point for growth in the 2040 Growth Concept, as a town center that 

provide services to tens of thousands within a two- to three-mile radius.  Two policies in the 2040 
Growth Concept tie directly to the objectives of this Project.  Those two policies encourage safe and 



stable neighborhoods for families and balanced transportation system that moves people and 
goods.    

 
 The primary objective of this project is to provide safe walking and biking facilities for users of all 

ages and abilities, addressing the need of safe and accessible facilities that connect the surrounding 
neighborhoods to transit stops, commercial areas and other businesses along OR43. 

 
 Another objective of this project is to provide adequate vehicle facilities that improve safety for all 

users of the OR 43 corridor.  Currently the corridor does not encourage biking and walking.  Adding 
new ped and bike facilities will encourage these modes of transportation, while upgrading 
intersections to improve efficiency for vehicles and safety for bicyclists and pedestrians.  

 
 This project not only improves the safety and connectivity for the City of West Linn, but also for the 

surrounding communities of Lake Oswego, Oregon City and the entire metro region.   
 
8. Summary of public engagement including identifying outreach to 

communities of color 

The public engagement work completed to date was part of the original planning and conceptual 
design of the 2016 Plan.  During the preparation of the initial draft Plan, the project team drew on 
documented public input from the 2008 OR 43 Conceptual Design Plan, the OR 43/Willamette Falls 
Drive Vision, Phase I, and the West Linn Transportation System Plan update that was recently 
completed. Multi-language fliers were utilized for public outreach during this process.   The City of 
West Linn as part of their Transportation System Plan update formally adopted the 2016 Plan.  A 
thorough community engagement process was part of the adoption process.   

The project team also held an online Virtual Open House, in which over 150 people provided input 
on the proposed designs. City staff also attended meetings in the surrounding Robin-wood and 
Bolton neighborhoods to discuss the plan and hear input from community members in addition to 
the regular Transportation Advisory Board (TAB) meetings, which are publicly noticed and open to 
the public.  

 The input gathered in these forums highlighted the importance of creating safe and comfortable 
multimodal connections for everyone throughout the corridor; providing safe and convenient 
pedestrian crossings at key locations; improving safety and traffic operations at key intersections 
along the corridor; and finding ways to ease congestion along the corridor.  

 The project has strong public and stakeholder support, expressed during the planning process as 
well as during various city-community interactions since.  Additional public engagement with a focus 
on outreach to communities of color will be part of the final design process for this project.   
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